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ADJUSTABLE KNEE REST 

Robert L. McDonald and Karl H. Burzlalf, Rochester, 
N.Y., assignors to Bitter Co., Inc., Rochester, N.Y., a 
corporation of Delaware 

Application April 15, 1951, Serial No. 652,939 

10 Claims. ((31. 311-5) 

This invention relates to an improvement in medical 
examination or operating tables and more particularly 
to an adjustable knee rest for such tables of the type 
described in McDonald Patent No. 2,764,459 and as 
signed to the assignee of'the present invention; 

In medical examination or operating tables of the type 
such as described in the above mentioned patent, a de 
tachable knee rest is generally provided on the table to 
facilitate examination, treatment, or operating by proc 
tologists and the like. vThe knee rest is supported on 
a leg rest section and a patient may kneel on the knee 
rest with the lower front portion of his body below his 
waist in contact with the leg rest section and with the 
upper part of his body bent over the top of the leg rest 
section permitting the proper examination by the physi 
cian. 'I'he eifort is made to locate the patient’s body and 
internal organs by the patient bending at the waist to 
orient the patient properly for examination by the physi 
cian. 

vIt can be readily understood that the variation in leg 
lengths from patient to patient means that the knee rest 
must be adjusted along the leg rest section for each 
patient in order to insure that the patient’s body when 
he bends at the waist will extend comfortably over the 
top of the leg rest section when the patient is in the 
kneeling position. In order to avoid moving the patient 
on and off the knee rest while making the proper adjust 
ment of the knee rest in accordance with the physical 
proportions of the patient, it is highly desirable that the 
knee rest be capable-of adjustment while the patient is 
kneeling thereon, Furthermore, often during operating 
or examination of the patient, it is necessary to shift the 
patient’s position 'which heretofore could only be accom 
plished by ‘lowering the table and having the patient 
dismount from the knee rest. Lifting him manually 
while the knee rest adjustment is made and the table 
tilted is in most cases an arduous physicaltask for the 
doctor’ to perform. 7 > - ' 

‘Accordingly it is a primary‘ object of this invention 
to provide a new and improved adjustable knee rest for 
medical examination or operating tables. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a new 
and improved adjustable knee rest for the leg rest section 
of an articulated examination table which may be adjus 
tably positioned to the correct height while the patient 
is supported thereon. - > 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
new and improved detachable and adjustable knee rest 
for an articulated examination or operating table of the 
type used particularly by proctologists which may be 
readily moved ‘to aselected position while the patient is 
supported on the table either preceding or during‘ the 
examination, operation, or treatment whereby the patient 
is accurately positioned in the exact position required by 
the doctor. I 1 ‘ 

In the medical examination or operating tables of the 
type discussed above wherein a knee rest is employed as 
a component? of. the table, the usefulness and ‘adaptability 
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of the table is further'improved by providingya knee 
rest which may be moved so as to lie, substantially in. 
the same plane as the table section ‘or sectionsv to thus 
increase the overall length of the table and .adapt it for 
general of?ce purposes. Such, an improvement has been 
suggested previously, as disclosed in the above patent. 
However, the usefulness of the table and the easing'of 
the doctor and nurse’s task is materially improved by‘ 
incorporating such a feature in an adjustable knee rest.‘ 

It is, therefore, a still further object of ‘this invention 
to provide a new and improved adjustable knee rest for 
an examination table which" is vreadily adjustable through 
out a selected range; which may ‘be quickly and easily 
detached from the table when it is temporarily notneeded; 
and which maybev positioned so“ as to lie in the ‘same 
plane as its associated table sections, ' ' ' " ' ' 

Other objects ‘and advantages of the invention will be _ 
particularly set forth in the claims and will be apparent 
from the following description; when taken in connection. 
with the accompanying drawings, in which: ' , _ . 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a medical examination 
table in one position with the ‘knee [rest of the inventionv 
arranged to support a patient in the kneeling position; 

Fig. 2 is ‘a view similar to Fig‘. "l'showing the table in 
the position conventionally usedv byv proctologists for" 
examination or treatment; - 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view ofa portion’of the table," 
of Fig. 1 showing the knee'rest with its cover‘ plate 
removed for clarity; V - _ - I _, _ 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary sectional'yiew taken‘ substan 
tially along line 4—4 of Fig. '3 in‘ the‘ direction indicated 
by the arrows; _ a - _ I l 1 ' ' , , 

Fig. 5 is an end view partially in sectionof the table 
portion of Fig. 3; ' > - 

Fig. 6 is ‘a view similar vto Fig‘. 3 showing the leg rest 1 
in its lowermost position; 

Fig. '7 is'a view similar to Fig.3 indicating how the ' 
knee rest is released‘and swung to the position where 
it lies in the same plane as its associated, table sections 
toformanextensionf ‘I Y‘A 7' " _ f? ’ 

Fig. 8 is ‘aipar'tial view of the table'of Fig. l'with the‘ 
knee rest forming: an' extension of its associated table , 
section;<arid‘ '1 i - , . v . _ 

Fig; 9"is'an enlarged view ‘of’a portion of the table 
of Fig. 8 including the knee vrest. A ‘_ ' ' _ 

The knee rest “of this invention is particularly adapted 
for use with the medical examination table described in , 
Patent No. 2,764,459 mentioned above, and, as shown 
in the drawings, ‘the knee rest has been shown as, a 
component of such a table. However, the knee'rest is 
not necessarily limited to use with' this'type of table "as it 
may be adapted to any other type of‘ medical table in _ 
which it is desired to support the patient in a 'kneelin'g' 
or other position and where it ‘is desirable that adjuste I 
ments be madelwhile the patient is in the supported 
position. - ‘ 

Referring now to Figs. 1 and 2‘,"the*knee"-'rest of this 
invention is incorporated in a medical examination or 
operating table of the type described in the above men 
tioned patent which is generally designated by the nu- . 
meral 11. The table 11 comprises a main table section 
‘12, a leg'rest section 13, ahead rest section 14 v‘and a _ 
supporting base 16,. The main table section_12_i_s pivot-o , 
ally mounted at one end On a pair of cradle members. 17 , 
which are carried by a bracket 18 supported as, the 
base 16, The head ‘rest section ‘14'may be adjustably 
positionedc'along the maintable ‘section 12 vby meansof 
indexing tracks 15. ' ' 

The other end ‘or the memorable section lais'sup: 
ported on arms 19 ‘which are connected for sliding move- I 
ment to the table‘ section'by‘means such as a pin‘and 
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slot joint designated generally by the numeral 35. It 
will b'e'partic'ula'rly“ not'éd‘th‘at’the leg'rest ‘season 13 and 
the main table section are not pivotally connected. The 
arms-1Q are; secured to; the supporting bracket 18 while 
the ctadlé‘meim?es‘u ‘ . Ibié aided. on. the'suppqrt 
bj’rza effiisj ‘ted: f 20, by meansv ofian hydraulic 
cyli?d?? 21;.’ "The leg rest section 1.3‘ is pivotally mounted 
at ‘the oppbsitéfénd bf'thé, éfadle member-S 17' from the 
main" table secti n12, as indic'ated'at 25, and may be 
manually secured‘ in any desired angular position by 
means of a lockingllever 22‘which. cooperates with a 
telescopic connection between the-cradle members 17 
andlth'e'freeI end of the'legl'rest section 13. A knee rest 

constructed in. ace 'Ice. with invention is 1 shown 
associated with‘thefle t s 13 

All'of. the t bl~ sect, ,ns ‘may tie-“moved vertically 
to ?ie- desired hei‘ thylla? hxdraulis; mechanism. (not 
shqwa) tohtaisésl in thssunpprtinslbasemend op 
erated by means of the, ‘roJLle. ifs-24. " ‘ 

By. way- °.f..-i1.1.11strati.qn: as‘. tar-how the.:- examination 
tqblg', 1,1. 'brzsratss» '. when ; thée table: is; in . the. position: of 
Fis- flj the. patient mwats- th ;» table... a. kneeling posi 
tion on the kneetrest 23; hthth?eqlower front portion 
°f his bodyin cQntast wifhthe-lesfrest section 13.. The 
patient then. bends, his forward over- thej-top .26.. of 
the leg, rest, Section 13_--in~_wha_t;rnight betertnqd a-,“jack 
knife.” 'PPSiFiOH- éssuminsthetable is a thei general 
height levelde'sired by the-,doctor, the hydraulicic'ylinder 
21 may then be operated by meanso?themontrols 24 
to; pivot ‘cradle. members ;1.7'i1.1t0 apositionrsuch as. that 
ShQWH in-Eie- 2- vIttullbe. notediin Fig- ‘2 that the 
free end of the main table section 12 hasmovedisome 
what belowthe top_edge\2_6 o?the leg, rest; section 13 
with the resultthat the. upper part-of. the patient’s ‘body 
will extend downward at an angle. of course, by means, 
of locking leven; 22, the angular position of the leg rest 
section 13 with respect to the main table section has 
beenv preset, but, normally» the {right angle relation ‘of. the 
sections is employed. However, regardless of'the. par 
tieular, angle chosen, _the.upper;,edge}or top 26 will al 
ways ilie above the ‘free. endof. themain table section-.12 
as shown. in'Fig- 2-; ‘ ' ' 
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vThis particular movement of the articulated table 
shown in Fig. 2 and?described hasbeen'found necessary 
or at?lcast extremely desirable, :in proctology ‘and simi 
lar types of medical treatment. This positionis advan 
tageous case_s,,where,:for example,rit is desired to use 
such instruments as a sigmoidoscopef when the’. patient 
is loeatedin the‘ position on the" table shown in Fig. 2. 
The tpatient’s stomach muscles are relaxed. somewhat 
into, the space indicated 81.30. His internal organs are 
moved into a properposition by..gravity to permit in 
sertion otga sigmoidoscope easily and reduce the hazard 
of puncturing thenintestines. ' ’ 

It is“ highlywimportant, however, that the patient’s 
bodyglie. when‘ bent over- the. top .26.of.the leg rest sec 
tionj13 ,in, such a way to release‘. and relax the organs. 
The knee rest 23 must, therefore, ‘be' positioned along the 
leg rest 13 in accordance with the length of the patient’s 
168.81; 11.1 thaprsyipltssqhstructionras-shownt-in‘the above 
patent, ‘it, was, oftenlvneeessary that-r atrial and ._error 
mslhod ‘9f; hdiustmsntrbs.useslaresuiringthe patient to 
mountthetablewithhis on the knee rest a num-, 
be: of- ?mss until the. more!" p'qsitiqa Qt- ' adjustment 
could _be»obta.ined.f In, so,.far asgis known, none of the 
previous constructions vpermitted the; knee restv :tobe ad 
justedjwithf ‘the‘p'atie'nt: inithe examination» position (see 
Fig, 1.12).’ oiifihe i'table. ' ‘ 

Furthenilprs, when .the-tahlsuas'piygtedeto thexposi 
?qn?tEt-J z-"fqrga‘nq-trleatnenthad started, 
it often was necessary during the progress o‘f1the treat 
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4 
Shifting of the patient at this stage of the operation or 
treatment by making adjustments of'the knee rest ‘be 
came highly inconvenient if ‘not impossible because the 
doctor had to bodily lift the patient. Almost invari 
ably the doctor either compromised by continuing the 
treatment or operation with the patient in an unfavorable 
position or it was necessary to shift the table to the 
position of Fig. 1 and have the patient dismount to 
enable adjustment of the knee rest. 
With the novel construction of this invention, the 

knee rest 23 has been so arranged that adjustment of 
its position on its associated leg rest section 13 may 
be made while the- full weight of the patient is supported 
eliminating the need for removing the patient once he 
has mounted thetable. 
As speci?cally illustrative of the invention, the knee 

rest 23 comprises a cushion 27 to which is secured by 
meanssuch as screws-28, a pair. ot support arms 29; 31. 
These support arms 29, 31, extend outwardly from the 
cushion'f'27 to thickenedportions or support arm sec 
tions 32, 33 respectively which form a yoke, such as 
shown in Fig. 5, and are suitably; spaced to loosely ac 
commodate. "thei'leg, restsec'tion 13 therebetween. As 
the two support arms 29, '31are substantially identical 
in structure only support arm 29 will be described here 
inatter. ' i ' ' 

In order to support the knee rest 23 on the leg rest 
section 13, a guide track, designated generally by the 
numeral .34, is secured .by means'such as screws 36 along 
each side. of'the leg. rest section 13 and extend longi 
tudinally therewith. ‘As’ shown best-in Fig. 4, each track 
34 contains a-lower rail'37 and an, upperv rail 38>with 
which a gear rack 39'is preferably integrally formed. 
Theinner'face of:the thickenedarm portion 32 has 

been'cut ‘away ~at 41. tov accommodate upper and lower 
rollers 42, 43 (Fig. 4) which are suitably secured to por 
tion 32 by means such as- bolts 44. These rollers 42, 
43 are spaced longitudinally of the track 34, as shown 
best in Fig.v 3, so that. the upper roller 42(rides on up 
per rail-38.and the lower roller 43 rolls on the lower 
rail 37. 
Means have'been provided tomove the knee rest 23 

along the guide tracks 34 in accordancewith the leg 
length of the patient who is to be mounted on the 
table. ' Moreyspeci?cally, a pinion 46 is‘ connected to a 
spur gear 47 which is suitably journaled-within an open 
ing 48in the support arm section 32. The pinion 46 
is arranged to drivably engage withthe rack 39 on the 
upper guide rail. 38 as shownrbest-inrFig. 5.' The sup 
port armisection~32 is suitably/recessed on its outer 
face at. 49Jto accommodate the spur gear 47 and a driv 
ing gear. train connected thereto consisting of’gears 51, 
52' and 53, rigidly mounted upon shafts 54, 56 as shown. 
Gear 53‘ meshes with the'endtofan elongated drive gear 
57 extending between the support cross sections 32, 33. 
The-gear 5_7»is journaledirvinvanysuitable manner atone 
end insection 33~and at its totheriendis provided with 
an integral extension 60. supportedly- engaged with an 
externally threaded tapered slotted bearing 55 ?xedly 
mounted by meanssuch asbolts 50' on arm section 32. 
A nut, 58 is threadedly positioned on the bearing 55 to 
permit adjustment of the frictional force. between the 
bearing and extension 60'. It should be-understood that ' 
driving gear 57 isjdrivably' connected to agear train in 
arm section 33 in ‘a manner identical to arm section 
32 so’ thatvboth-‘pinions 46 ‘are driven 'along ‘their. re 
spective tracks 34. 
Each of the support arm sections 32, 33 is provided 

with a cover platev 61 suitably supported on their outer 
faces‘o’f the sections. The cover plate 61 contains an 
0peningh65, to accommodatethe gearextension 60., Ex 
tension 60 is provided with a ?at 62 and supports. an 
operating crank; arm .63 secured thereto by'means-such 
‘as-a setscrew64q- The-arm 631preferably>contains a re.—, 

_ tragtable-handigrinh?;torfacilitaterctatinattheissart? 
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It should be understood, however, that although a man 
ual operating arm 63 has been shown for rotating the 
gear 57, the gear may be driven if desired by an elec 
tric motor or the like. - t ' 7 

It should be particularly noted and it is one of the 
important aspects of this invention when the knee rest 
23 is positioned, as shown in Fig. 5, with the upper and 
lower rollers 42, 43in sliding engagement with the up 
per and lower rails 38, 37 on track 34, that‘ the pinion 
46 is held in meshing engagement with rack 39 and does 
not contact the inner surface of rail 37. It can be seen 
in Fig. 3 that when the leg rest 23 is in_-the operating 
position perpendicular to the leg rest section 13, it is 
supported by contact ofvthe rollers on opposite sides of 
track 34 with the forces being exerted in opposite di 
rections. 

In the operation of the table 11, together with the 
invention, the patient mounts the table by kneeling on 
the knee rest 23 with the lower part of his body in con 
tact ‘with the leg rest section 13. As previously dis 
cussed, the patient bends over the top 26 of the leg rest 
13 and the table may then be tilted to the position of 
Fig. 2. However, it is necessary to insure that the bend 
ing of the patient’s body is at the proper position longi-‘ 
tudinally so adjustment is made in the position of the 
knee rest 23 while the patient is supported thereon by‘v 
rotating the hand crank 63 in the proper direction. This 
moves the knee rest 23 longitudinally of the leg rest sec 
tion 13 as indicated by the double arrow H in Fig. 1 
through the rotation of the pinion 46 along the rack 39 
until the proper position of the patient is obtained. It 
should be understood that the weight of the patient does 
not affect the movement of the knee rest as the rollers 
42, 43 permit the pinion 46 to move easily along track 
34 even though the patient may be relatively heavy. 
Another of the advantages of the construction of the 

knee rest is that no positive lock need be provided for 
any knee rest position seluted. The frictional forces 
in the knee rest gear trains and the additional frictional 
holding force exerted on the gear extension 60 by the 
adjustable‘bearing 55 produces a total holding force 
of su?icient magnitude to securely hold the knee vrest in 
the adjusted position when the crank is released. In 
explanation of this fact it will be noted that a load on 
the knee rest tends to force the knee rest toward 1a non— 
right angle relation with respect to the leg rest section. 
This causes a force on the upper roller 42 in a downward 
direction (as viewed in Fig. 3) and a force on the lower 
roll 43 in an upward direction. The action of these 
forces is such as to tightly grip the rail so that the grip 
ping action increases as the weight on the knee rest in 
creases. As there is a tendency for the knee rest to 
slide down due to the practically frictionless rollers 42, 
43, the frictional forces described as necessary to over 
come this movement. 
Another of the outstanding features of the invention 

is the provision by which the knee rest 23 may be quick 
ly and easily detached from the leg rest section 13 and 
suitably stored until its use is required. To detach the 
knee rest, the crank 63 is rotated in a counter-clockwise 
direction as viewed in Fig. 1 to move the knee rest up 
wardly. The pinion 46 travelling along rack 39 will 
eventually reach the top end of track 34 and can be 
easily disengaged from the rack permitting the knee rest 
to be removed. It can easily be seen that with the novel 
construction of the knee rest, the detaching of the knee 
rest from the leg rest 13 may be easily accomplished as 
the rollers 42, 43 do not interfere in any way. No other 
parts need be removed nor is any elaborate disassembly 
required. 

It is necessary to provide a limit stop for the down 
ward adjustment of the knee rest 23 for leg lengths. 
Continuous movement of the knee rest toward the lower 
end of the leg rest section would result in the upper 
roller 42 eventually leaving the upper rail 38 permitting 
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6 
the'knee rest to swing in the direction of arrow I as 
shown‘ in Fig. 7 if such provision were not made. In 
order' to prevent this occurrence, the upper rail 38 on 
each track’ 34‘ is provided ‘with a depression 74 and 
the lower rail- 37 with a notch 76. Each of the support 
arm sections 32, 33 contains an inwardly projecting pin 
77 ‘so that when the knee rest 23 is moved to the posi 
tion of Fig. 6, the upper roller 42 will fall into the de— 
pression, 74 and the pin‘ 77 will slip into the notch 76 
with a resultant slight canting of the knee rest from the 
perpendicular. > This position therefore represents the 
maximum leg length adjustment for the knee rest. How 
ever, 'the knee 'rest is releasably locked in this position, 
as the parts described have“ interlocked by virtue of the 
canting of the knee rest brought about by its own weight 
alone or together with the ‘Weight of a patient. The knee 
rest may be released by merely tilting it back to the per 
pendicular andvcranking it to‘ the desired position. , 

Often it is desirable'in examination tables-of the type 
described to_provide an arrangement whereby such a 
knee rest may be moved into the same plane as the leg 
rest section with which it is associated. This feature 
increases the overall length'of the table and permits the 
table'to be used for purposes where a long‘ table is de 
sirabler The novel construction of the knee rest 23 per 
mits this tablelengthening feature to be accomplished, 
as shown-in Figs. 7-9. ’ 
To locate the knee rest 23 in the table lengthening 

position of Figs. 8, 9, the ‘knee rest is rotated back to the 
perpendicular position from the locking position of Fig. 6 
and cranked further downward until it can be swung in 
the direction of arrow I as shown in Fig. 7. The upper’ 
roller 42 moves over and around the end of rail 38 while 
the pin ,77 is withdrawn from the end of track 34. As the 
knee‘ rest is swung further, the lower roller 43 support 
ingly engages the lower rail 37 as before and the shoulder 
in recessed-portions 41 in the sections 32, 33 engage the 
upper ‘rail 38- to providea ‘point of support 78 for the 
knee rest. The ?nal position of the knee rest is shown 
clearly in Fig. 9 (in the same plane as the leg rest section 
13) and it will be noted that the pinion 46 remains en 
gaged with its rack 39.-‘ In addition the knee rest ,23'is 
prevented from moving oif "the end of track 34 by a‘ 
stop 79 suitably secured between the rails 37, 38 and 
containing a forward beveled edge 80 which engages the 
pinion 46 to limit its movement at the lower end of 
the track 34. 

While the preferred form of the invention has been 
shown and described, it will be apparent that various 
changes and modi?cations may be made therein, partiou 
larly in the form and relation of parts, without depart 
ing from the spirit of the invention as set forth in the 
appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. In a medical examination and operating table, the 

combination of a leg rest section and a knee rest sec 
tion, a track on said leg rest section, at least two rollers 
carried by said leg rest section and engaging said track 
on opposite sides thereof for supporting said knee rest 
section in approximately right angle relation to each other, 
said leg rest section when the table is oriented for some 
uses extending in a downward direction, said track being 
open at its upper end so that the rollers may roll off the 
track without interference whereby the knee rest section 
can be freely separated from the leg rest section and 
stop means at the lower end of said track. 

2. A table in accordance with claim 1 in which means 
are provided at the lower end of the track for rendering 
said stop means ineffective and means are provided en 
abling movement of the roller on the side of the track 
toward said knee rest to be shifted out of engagement 
with the track while the other roller remains in engage 
ment with the track and assists in supporting said knee 
rest section in planar relation to said leg rest section. 
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3- A table in aeeeedenee with 1 in whieh ‘e reek, 

a pinion engaging .saisl ‘reek end‘geering Tare nevi??? 
fer shifting vsaid knee rest along said treeheed new 
are ptovided for adjusting the *irietien in' said seatinge 
.4- In a medical examination and’ operetihg table,;the 

eemb'ination of a leg Lest secti9n and a knee teet'seetien. 
eitraek on said leg rest seetien, et'leeet two irqllexs 9315-. 
ried by said leg rest seetien endehgeging eeid'itreek. 91.1. 
Opposite sides thereof‘ for‘ suppertihe sale knee. rest Lion in approximately " a 

said leg .rest section when the'table is 'qiehted iqr "some 
uses extending in e dewnwelsi dirleetign, he reel; 91,1 lseid 
leg rest section; a pinion engaging .seisllreek, means in 
eledihg ‘a train of gears end e’hand epereted .erenk 
fer ‘driving said pinion and en ediuetehleitietiph QQYiFe 
between‘said crank and said Pinienr “ ' ' 

_5- Av table in eceerdanee with elaim liewhish lhe 
roller .ehsegingithe ‘side ‘of ‘the Heel; iewaed .the.:129e 
rest ie leeeted cheer to the. lpwer'endwet 3h; geek 
thehithe other xoller- ; ' " ‘ 

6- A table in eeeerdenee with eleise 1 jnyhish .1119 
reher ‘engaging .the ‘side of the heels tewerd? h ' 
rest is leeetesl closer .to .the lower ens: 9f the 
the other .rioller‘ehd stop meelis ere rpreyisied' 
the lower end ef‘the treekr ' " '- > ‘ ‘ Y 

7- In a table structure, Nth. eeinbinetim 9,15 e198 Fest 
and a knee rest, means for subportiné' sgid'jlgngeyregton 
said leg rest in'shbstehtielly right angle vreletieri, he 9115 
fer ediileting eeid knee rest .eleng §ei1d..1.eg'¥est meihteihing said right‘ e, 
tween said knee rest enéieeid leg IQ§tif9lf19§k19g§§i¢ 
knee yes! in ahydesired P0§itien of ediueimeneeleps said 
leg rest, .seid leekihg means ineluqing meene £95 ihcreesr 
he the locking eifect of said leekihg ihe weight 
on said knee rest is increased, said lest rglentieeed eeéeee 
cempreieing e Peir ef rollers endreil meepe uvmlihe ep 
nesite sides of. which ,seid rellers, ride, seiMellete beihg 
arranged so that a Weight 9h said knee rest 'seyees both 
rollers to exert e Pressure e11 .seid Ieil @eene .dizeetied 

right angle rele?en tefeeeh ether, - 

ngle relationship .eh? he- i 

1,5 

$5 

reward said mil meehe end substeefielly at right alleles 4° 
thereto. 8- 111 e medical examination ehsi eperetigg .lehlethe 
esmhinetion of a leg rest seetien ensl e We see; .ti" 

8 
e heels 99 seislvles rest seetien, means earried by said 
knee rest e'veetien ehge'seeble with ‘said track ier support 
ihs‘seid 191W reet‘seetiowin epprpximately right ‘angle 
relation to said leg rest section, saidmreans comprising 
efleest tyre :mllere. Qne efeeeid rollers engaging the 
lower eisie 9.? sei<1itreekepd§heether oi said rollers en 
igggi‘ng ‘the gppeg' side of“sa}>id track, said rollers being 
spaced‘ elem; :eeid heels with ‘the'upper roller spaced 
?lirihei elem; *eeisl fire'ek‘from the Point of application 
9? . lees! on eeiql knee rest vthen .the ‘lower roller: 

9_. In‘ a rpedicnr-exgnjination‘ and operating table the 
eqmbieetiee ‘of e leg nest eeetien and a knee rest‘ section, 
eitteels'eh ,seid. leg resteeetien, meens‘eartied by'seid 
isléee see; eeetien engegeeble with eeid track for supporting 
seid knee restfeetieyin eprpeximetely right‘ angle rela 
tion to said leg rest section, said means comprising roller 
meehe engegihs epnesiteeieee. efeeisl track, a reek ad 
ieeeeteeid teem-Tend means ineluding gearing eerried 
by ee'id‘ keeeireet eeetieh end engegeeble‘with said reek 
f9! eh this veeid knee rest eeeiien lehsihlidinelly'et said 
19s. ‘eee?ee'ihieiztherdireetien with e patient kneeling 
Q11 heeuestewtiee- ‘ “ '" ' 

:1 :in'emediqel. exemiheiienend operating table the 
eel}! ,.ihe§i9!1 Q? a leg res; eeetieh ehd e knee'rest section, a 
heels 911 eeisi leg rest eeciien, means carried by said knee 
res! seetien and ehgegeeble with said neck for support 
i?s‘ .seid knee lest veeetien' in'eiipre2simete1y‘right angle 
relesieh 19 said‘ leg feet eieetien while enabling ea'id knee 
feet eeciieme b, ,fxeely ehitted longitudinally of said 
tteels, ,eeisl TP1E§P§ eemnrieing at‘ leestetwo' rellers spec-ed 
lepgikhclinell 9.? .th. ireeels'with P11161911“ on the ‘upper 
side" oi the IIIQSik being closer to‘ the lower end'of the 

the lqwer side thereof, and co txeelsihee the .reller en 
9P2 -tihg hleees between eeiq'khee rest section end‘said 
heck i§r1e<=king eeid knee rest section against moyement 
9?? the 19m? end of eeidi'treek- " ' " ‘ ' 
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